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NDRI’s Private Donor Program (PDP) Enables Screening and Recovery of

Tissues from HIV+ Donors: NDRI receives HIV referrals and screens them

against their active HIV research project recovery protocols. NDRI’s PDP then

follows-up on eligible donors by working directly with the next-of-kin to obtain

authorization for donation and a medical/social history. NDRI coordinates

biospecimen recovery with PDP recovery specialists and ships tissue to

approved researcher projects.
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Key Objectives:

1. Discuss screening tools to identify, authorize, and recover

biospecimens from HIV+ donors

2. Describe recovery protocols for HIV+ biospecimens to support

areas of high impact HIV research

3. Report on results from a large-scale study using this approach

HIV Replication Study Highlights the Impact of Human 

Biospecimen Collection for HIV Research

Summary

NDRI’s Private Donor Program (PDP) Coordinates 

Donor Authorization and Tissue Recovery

Project Summary
 An NIH-led 14-month initiative studying the trafficking of  “defective”

provirus to multiple tissues in donors on combine antiviral therapy (cART)

 NDRI developed recovery protocols, completed donor screening and

coordinated the recovery of multiple tissue types (n= ~20) and

biospecimens (n= ~72) per donor

 Samples were analyzed by Leidos Biomedical and NIAID

Well-characterized HIV+ Donors 

(e.g. Compliant vs Non-Compliant) 

Multiple Tissues from One Donor

Increased Donor Diversity 

(Minorities and Women)

Advancing HIV Cure Research:

Infectious diseases serve as one of

the greatest threats to a soldier’s

health, particularly with the volume

of international deployments. HIV,

in particular, continues to pose a

significant burden to military as well

Background

as global health with 35 million infections worldwide. The use of human

biospecimens plays a key role in accelerating scientific discoveries in HIV

research by providing scientists with a direct experimental model system

to advance understanding of HIV prevention, cure, co-morbidities, and

therapeutic strategies. To address several complex issues facing HIV

research, more comprehensive human tissue resources are needed.

Meeting the Needs of the HIV Research Community

Screen HIV 
Referrals

Consent from 
NOK

Med/Soc from 
NOK

NDRI Coordinates 
Recovery of Tissue with 

PDP Recovery Specialists

Site Referrals

NDRI Arranges Shipment 
of Tissue to Approved 

Investigators

Donors Eligible for NDRI Research Projects

‘Defective’ HIV Proviruses are Detected in Patients on cART

Current Areas of Unmet Needs:

NDRI has the capabilities to

support multiple areas of high-

impact research for the HIV

community.
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Study Screening and Recovery Results

Experimental Study Design

1. HIV investigators require access to rigorous and uniformly collected human
biospecimens to generate consistent and reproducible experimental data

2. The HIV Replication study demonstrates:
 Multi-biospecimen recoveries from HIV+ donors enable the

characterization of HIV provirus DNA across several tissue types
 HIV provirus DNA is detectable in a variety of tissues from donors on cART
 The detectable HIV provirus DNA in tissues from donors on cART is

predominately “defective”
 Cells containing “defective” proviruses are capable of trafficking

“defective” proviruses through multiple tissue types
3. NDRI serves as a resource that can address several unmet needs for HIV research
community and support multiple groundbreaking HIV studies aimed at a cure

Autopsy samples were collected from 11 post mortem donors with HIV-1

infection on cART. Plasma viral loads (VLs) at postmortem were ≥50

copies/mL (range: 59-3550) for 4 donors; and <50 copies/mL for 7 donors.

Up to 20 different tissue types per donor were examined. HIV-DNA and RNA

levels in purified nucleic acids from these tissues were estimated by HIV-1

gag qPCR. On average, 8 single-genome amplicons were analyzed for each

tissue type.

Characterization of proviruses in autopsy tissues in HR8. A total of 4 clonal

populations were found in HR8. 4 of the 4 clones spanned multiple tissues. In

particular clone 1 was detected in 4 tissues including: Peripheral Blood, Liver,

Spleen and Kidney. Of the 57 sequences 23 were clonal. 75% (43 out of 57) of

the HIV-1 proviruses were defective. Full length HIV-1 provirus was detected in 5

of the 11 tissues. Of the 18 full-length HIV-1 proviruses detected 4 contained a

lethal mutation.

Donor Eligibility

• Age: 0-100

• HIV+

• Known compliance with

cART

• Cause of death not due to

HIV/AIDS

‘Defective’ HIV Proviruses are Detected in Patients on cART

Characterization of proviruses in autopsy tissues in HR 5. A total of 2 clonal

populations were found in HR5. Clone 1 was found in multiple tissues. (Bottom)

Distribution of HIV-DNA lengths for 15 tissues samples. 91% (61 out of 67) of

the HIV-1 proviruses were defective. Of the 20 full-length HIV-1 proviruses

detected 14 contained a lethal mutation.

Schematic graph of the distribution of clones and HIV-DNA viral load per

tissue type. The inner circles indicate the HIV-copy number/2µg DNA. The

outer circle indicates the distribution and proportion of clones within individual

tissue types.. Red dotted lines: full-length HIV-1 proviruses; Colored circles:

expanded HIV proviral DNA clones; Black circles: full-length, intact, HIV proviral

DNA; lethal mutations are indicated with a (/) and hypermutations with an (X).

neg: HIV-1 proviral DNA was not amplified. n.d.: Not done.
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